Congratulations!

"We are a department of men and women with endless talents. We have all been fortunate to have the opportunity to work together in our commitment to excellence and our pursuit of distinguishing our department as a leader in public safety." -Joe Garcia

Congratulations to Jim Gray for recent promotion to Detective, as well as to Jeff Chapman (Chappy) on his promotion to Inspector of Quality and Professional Standards.

With the help of our police officers Kevin Myslinksi and Sean Quinn, a felon receives a long sentence for a string of armed robberies he committed in Philadelphia. Myslinksi and Quinn worked with the lead detectives of The Philadelphia Police Department, along with other agencies such as the FBI for the past two years in pursuit of this offender. The investigative team was able to use information along with surveillance footage provided by TUPD to prosecute this case as part of the Project Safe Neighborhoods program. Excellent work!

Combating Violent Crime

"We are a department of men and women with endless talents. We have all been fortunate to have the opportunity to work together in our commitment to excellence and our pursuit of distinguishing our department as a leader in public safety." -Joe Garcia

HONORING ALL WHO HAVE SERVED

A big thank you to those from our department (Bernie Berry, P/O’s Adamski, Murphy & McCloskey along with Inspector Chapman) who represented us during the Military Appreciation 1 Mile Walk, 5k Run & Rucksack Relay. Congratulations to a strong finish for a great cause, #winning.

GIVING THANKS DURING THE HOLIDAYS

Thank you to our Community Relations Unit for showing some love during Thanksgiving. Our unit spent time organizing and preparing over 200 boxes of turkeys and other appetizing goodies, to distribute to our community neighbors. They do a great job highlighting the true meaning of the holidays!!
The Office of Emergency Management put a spin on the TU Ready Fair this year. Along with several campus partners, they advocated for the interdisciplinary concept of RESILIENCE! Based on Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, the theme incorporated wellness, inclusion, diversity, mental health, safety and more. Students, faculty and staff visited different organizations to learn about a variety of topics and win cool giveaways. It was a ‘chill’ fall day.

WHAT AN UNFOR-GOAT-ABLE DAY!!!

They’re at it again... during National Collegiate EMS Week, TUEMS offered hands-only CPR and Stop the Bleed informational sessions at Alumni Circle. These critical demonstrations helped bring awareness to two simple life-saving initiatives. They also helped disseminate the information on Medical Amnesty. In January, TUEMS will be partnering with Dunbar Elementary to teach children CPR, First Aid and info on emergency services.

WHAT AN UNFOR-GOAT-ABLE DAY!!!

GET TO KNOW ME

Name: Police Officer Andrew Venini

What do you do for our department? "I’m a field training officer and just recently got appointed to the union chair person."

How long have you worked for Temple? "10 years"

What do you like best about working here? "I like the diversity of calls and enjoy helping the students & working with the community."

What do you like to do on your days off? "I like spending time with my family, as well as watching football." He’s an Eagles fan.

THE LINEUP

Dates to Remember:
Sunday, December 9th- Annual Holiday Children’s Party at the Liacouras Center, 10:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Thursday, December 20th- Tour de Shore Fundraiser at the Draught Horse, 3:30 p.m.-7 p.m.
Friday, December 21st - Annual Holiday Luncheon at 1101 W. Montgomery, 10 a.m.
Friday, January 11th- Annual Awards Ceremony at the Liacouras Center, 10:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

WORTH THE MENTION

This month we are in the process of interviewing a numerous amount of police officer candidates.

PHOTO OF THE MONTH

"WINTER IS COMING"

SHOUT-OUT FROM DD1

“Our patrol & investigative units have been diligent and dedicated throughout this semester. I want them to know how much they are appreciated, and their hard work doesn’t go unnoticed. Thank you and hang in there...the semester is almost over.”

 Courtesy of Detective James Gray